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WARRANTY
All standard Ocean Rodeo products available through Ocean Rodeo Dealers or Ocean Rodeo Online are 
covered by a One Year Warranty offered to the original purchaser on workmanship, with a One Year 
Warranty on materials. Warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of the Ocean Rodeo product at 
our option. The Warranty does not cover damage caused by normal wear and tear, fading, color bleeding 
from wet storage, high speed crashes, misuse or negligence, but not limited to punctures, sun exposure, 
seam failure due to over inflation by pump or heat exposure, damage caused by use in waves or shore 
break, and damage caused by anything other than defects in material and workmanship. This warranty is 
invalid if unauthorized repairs have been carried out. Repairs or alterations not covered by warranty will 
be charged to the customer. Latex dry suit seals are exempt from warranty.
Discontinued products purchased from Ocean Rodeo Dealers or Ocean Rodeo Online carry a 90 day 
warranty.

Factory seconds, used, or demo gear purchased on the Online Auction Site carry no warranty.
Ocean Rodeo products used in schools, rentals or other professional applications carry a 30 day warranty.

60 DAY GUARANTEE
Ocean Rodeo offers an unconditional, 60 Day Satisfaction Guarantee on every product we sell. If for any 
reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, you can return it to your original point of purchase for a 
full refund within the 1st 60 days.

This offer is valid only with participating retailers, current season product,  and is offered only to the 
original purchaser. For orders placed online, your refund will not include shipping charges, though almost 
everything bought online ships for free within NA and Europe.

This offer is also only valid for non-professional users. If your company or organization is considering 
Ocean Rodeo equipment for your fleet or school, get in touch with us to talk about how we support 
professional buyers and their clients.

This isn’t a demo program! Customers found to repeatedly take advantage of this offer will be disqualified 
from further returns. If you simply want to demo some gear, get in touch with your local retailer and they 
will gladly get you out on the water to try before you buy.

Since 2001, Ocean Rodeo has built gear with one simple goal in mind:

Provide the best possible wind and water experience.

Product by product that philosophy adapts to the needs of riders at all 

performance levels. Whether you’re new to the sport or a 15 year veteran, we strive to 

develop clean, reliable, easy to use products that allow you to maximize your 

enjoyment in all types of wind and water conditions.



KITES

Get on the water faster with the speed inflation system. Strut to lead-
ing edge connector tubes feature easy to use quick clamps for added 
security while riding.

Dimension Polyant’s K-PE dacron utilizes PEN
(polyethylene naphthalate) fibers in the warp
direction. PEN has a higher modulus than polyester
and these fabrics exhibit approximately 30 to 40%
lower stretch than their polyester equivalents. This
makes K-PE the ideal choice for kite dacron where
low stretch is a top priority.

K-PE fabrics are produced utilizing DP’s patented
X-PLY® technique assuring reliable performance
and the highest quality lamination available on the 
market.

Designed specifically for the kiteboarding market,
Teijin’s Technoforce D2 Ripstop has high tear
resistance, low stretch, and is incredibly light
weight.

Each Strand of yarn is individually coated before
being woven together. A second surface coating
is then applied to the material, providing long term
endurance.

Teijin D2 is the benchmark in quality with proven
superiority in durability and dynamics.

Tailor your kite’s performance to match your riding style and launch 
conditions. 

Longer lines generate more power while shorter lines increase speed 
and response. Ultra-short lines provide immediate rider feedback to 
the kite and a direct, snappy feel with added advantage of simplified 
line management at tricky launching and landing sites.

Keeps line lengths equal when fine tuning kite turning speed.

State of the art fabrics and components, purposefully arranged to
deliver an ultra-light yet rugged build.

SPEED INFLATE
DIMENSION POLYANT K-PE DACRON

TEIJIN TECHNO FORCE D2 RIPSTOP

VARIABLE LINE LENGTH

TRIM EQUALIZER

ULTRA-LITE CONSTRUCTION

KITE FEATURES

KITE FEATURESKITE MATERIALS

This three stage zig-zag stitch distributes seam load creating a tear 
resistant, long lasting seam.

BUCK STITCHING



KITES

KITE FEATURES

By increasing the leverage between your front and back lines, FST
design gives you the additional leverage needed to snap your kite 
around through a turn. FST also delivers more sheeting range with 
less bar input ideal for unhooked moves. 

HIGH CAPACITY INFLATE / DEFLATE VALVELOAD DISTRIBUTION

BRIDLE STORAGE TABSARMORTEX® ABRASION GUARD

SELF RESCUE HANDLESFORWARD SWEPT WINGTIP

EASY ACCESS PORT FOR BLADDERS

15 years of kite design and manufacturing has taught us more than 
a few tricks about using strategic seam placement and pathways to 
enhance a kite’s performance and durability.

Direct hose to valve connection for simple operation. Wide threaded 
cap is easy to tighten and even easier to unscrew eliminating the 
jammed valve cap syndrome.  Cap is leashed to the kite, and the 
valve cover has be been re-shaped for smooth no snag fit.

Stash your bridle ends after each session in these low profile Velcro 
tabs. Quick, safe setup is all about efficient line management.

We hope you never have to use these, however they are on hand if 
required. Tucked up and out of the way on the inside of the leading 
edge tube. To identify look for the arrows screened on the LE tube.

Another nice refinement, zip entry access to bladders is neatly fin-
ished to ensure opening and closure is simple and clean.

Ultra-light and abrasion resistant, the Kevlar scuff protection is also 
low profile, delivering a streamlined no snag profile throughout the 
kite.

Secure and located for maximum kite hold down while pumping up.

PUMP LEASH ATTACHMENT



KITES

INTRODUCING THE SHERPA KITE BAG WIND CHART COLOR MATCHED LABELS

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Another first from Ocean Rodeo. 

The Sherpa Kite Bag comes standard with all 2018 
kites.

We’ve all been there, draping multiple kite bags, 
pumps and boards over every appendage of our 
bodies. Fumbling our way through rugged terrain in 
search of that perfect wave or glassy flat.

The Sherpa system makes it easy to connect and 
stack an unlimited numbers of kite bags off your 
back or chest for a perfectly balanced hike in and 
out. 

Free up your hands and arms for effortless climb-
ing. In seconds, stash your board and pump away.
Designed for riders who search for the ultimate 
ride, it’s never been easier to find out what’s around 
the next headland.

To make things even easier the Sherpa kite bag is color coded via strategically placed color coded size 
labels.  Aligned to match wind strength colors used by leading web based wind forecast websites, with a 
quick glance you’ll know if you’re grabbing a 17m or 9.5 m. 

Rugged materials
220 Denier Nylon with 
Rugged 420 Denier 
bottom and mesh 
drying panels.
 

Board Carry
Sturdy adjustable 
bungee matrix will grip 
a twin tip or directional 
for the journey in and 
out.

 

Pump Pocket
Side pump pocket can 
handle the OR “BIG” 
pump and hose.

 

Easy kite stuff design
Zip placement allows 
bag to be opened fully, 
making kite packing 
simple and quick.

 

Bar Pocket
Quick slip side 
mounted bar pocket.
 

More storage
Extra front storage 
compartment and 
inside mesh pockets 
for kite maintenance 
supplies.

 

PAT PEND.
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The lightest kite we’ve ever made. Regardless of size, the Flite offers riders an explosive, dynamic kite 
designed to offer a high performance ride, even in the lightest of winds. 

Tight, snappy turns with big lofty jumps and forgiving kite loops make the Flite truly the world’s only high 
performance light wind kite. Small sizes of Flite offer incredible freeride performance and are also ideal 
for dedicated foil borders.

Sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14.5 & 17

HIGH PERFORMANCE LIGHT WIND KITE
FLITE

If you’re predominately riding in light winds or 
riding foil boards, this is the kite for you.

� Wide arc and large projected area produces 
maximum power per square meter.

� High aspect ratio produces greater lift and less 
drag for a kite that lifts you windward.

Fixed Bridle with floating V

� Direct, snappy response on all kites
� Stabilizes the leading edge, allowing for more 
   efficient profile
� Ultra short, no tangle 
� Lifts the kite out of a loop, avoiding a stall for 
   maximum climb
� Less bar pressure

KITE STRUCTURE

FEATURED TECHNOLOGY WIND RANGE

DIMENSION POLYANT K-PE DACRON

TEIJIN TECHNO FORCE D2 RIPSTOP



KITES

Designed for pushing the boundaries of freestyle, the new Razor is a pedal-to-the-metal kite for those 
committed to fast, exhilarating riding and bold, fully powered kite loops. With over a decade and a half of 
pedigree, the Razor delivers over-driven power with instantaneous and precise handling for skilled riders. 

Built for those on the extreme edge of kiteboarding who are aware that the sport’s most lucrative rewards 
can come with their own consequences. If that sounds like a dare, you might be ready for a Razor.

Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 & 14

FREESTYLE BEAST
RAZOR

FEATURED TECHNOLOGY WIND RANGE

KITE STRUCTURE

When freestyle and mega-loops are your game.

� Narrow, C shaped arc for ultra fast turning and 
consistent, always on power

� Mid aspect ratio balances between lift and 
responsiveness

� Forward swept wing tips for tight turning and 
mega kite loops.

Fixed Bridle with floating V

� Direct, snappy response on all kites
� Stabilizes the leading edge, allowing for more 
   efficient profile
� Ultra short, no tangle 
� Lifts the kite out of a loop, avoiding a stall for 
   maximum climb
� Less bar pressure

DIMENSION POLYANT K-PE DACRON

TEIJIN TECHNO FORCE D2 RIPSTOP



KITES

Built around a robust 3 strut design, our most popular & best selling kite comes by its success honestly. 
Featuring a massive wind range and incredible flight stability the Prodigy is an ideal choice for kiters 
looking for the perfect freeride to also take in the waves. With superb power delivery and a generous, for-
giving feel the Prodigy delivers smooth turns and effortless big airs and hang time while sitting perfectly 
in the window and drifting with you when you’re powered up and on a wave.

The Prodigy’s short length bridles reduce the chance of bridle tangles while delivering steering input even 
when the kite is highly de-powered making tricky landing / launching conditions more manageable.

Sizes: 5, 7, 8, 9.5, 12

FREERIDE & WAVE KITE
PRODIGY

FEATURED TECHNOLOGY WIND RANGE

KITE STRUCTURE

Multi-disciplined, this is our do everything kite - 
jump, surf, freeride

� Moderate arc produces a fast turning kite with 
large sheeting range.

� Mid aspect ratio balances between lift and 
responsiveness.

Fixed Bridle with floating V

� Direct, snappy response on all kites
� Stabilizes the leading edge, allowing for more 
   efficient profile
� Ultra short, no tangle 
� Lifts the kite out of a loop, avoiding a stall for 
   maximum climb
� Less bar pressure

DIMENSION POLYANT K-PE DACRON

TEIJIN TECHNO FORCE D2 RIPSTOP
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Built with a tight, 3 strut frame and big lifting wingtips the Roam is a dedicated Wave kite that drifts 
down the line while maintaining positive steering with tight, pivot turns for ultra fast changes of direction.

The thick LE tube with powerful wing tips, provides session saving rapid water relaunch. The kite’s intu-
itive feel and ultra short bridle ensure zero complications when at sea. Built tough with proven materials 
and manufacturing techniques honed since 2002, Like all our kites the Roam features high flow valves 
with a single point inflation / deflation system. The Roam is compatible with front line re-ride control bars.

Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.5 & 12

DEDICATED WAVE KITE

ROAM
FEATURED TECHNOLOGY WIND RANGE

KITE STRUCTURE

For the dedicated wave rider.

� Moderate arc produces a fast turning kite with 
large sheeting range.

� Low aspect ratio and deep foil profile for maxi-
mum drift and low end power.

Fixed Bridle with floating V

� Direct, snappy response on all kites
� Stabilizes the leading edge, allowing for more 
   efficient profile
� Ultra short, no tangle 
� Lifts the kite out of a loop, avoiding a stall for 
   maximum climb
� Less bar pressure

DIMENSION POLYANT K-PE DACRON

TEIJIN TECHNO FORCE D2 RIPSTOP



oceanrodeo.com
info@oceanrodeo.com

NA Toll Free 1 888 544 4969
INT +1 (778) 734-2696
FAX +1 (778) 725-0375

Dutch Mint - Ocean Rodeo Europe
europesales@oceanrodeo.com

+31(0) 71 30 13 459
EU Toll Free +44 800 756 5505


